Low earth orbit (LEO) satellite systems allow a broad range of services to be provided using small, lightweight, cellular-like portable telephones. Exploiting LEO satellites to support distress signals for aircrafts, ships and international travelers is explored in the current paper. A multi-service priority-oriented algorithm is proposed for handling voice, data and emergency signals over LEO satellites. The emergency signal is privileged with service priority so that rescue operation can be carried out as soon as possible. The priority mechanism includes channel reservation as well as joining a queue if no free channel is available as long as the request is roaming in the handover area. In addition, a simplified but efficient approach is suggested for locating the object of an imminent danger situation. As LEO satellites are non-geostationary, the visible period of each spot-beam is small. Consequently, a teletraffic model, that accommodates the mobility of spot-beams as well as the resulting handover rate, is developed in order to gauge the performance of the proposed algorithm. Numerical results for access denying and service-dropping rates are presented for nominal system parameters.
Introduction
The establishment of low earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks on a global basis is a fundamental premise for the rapid evolution of global mobile communications. While cellular terrestrial networks can provide wireless communications, they have limited coverage. Satellites allow connections for locations where terrestrial networks are not possible such as maritime and aeronautical communities, or economically infeasible. LEO satellite communications, while having the most important features of geostationary earth orbit (GEO) satellite systems, such as global coverage, direct radio path and flexibility of the network architecture [Jamalipour et al., 1997] , provide additional advantages such as low propagation delay, low path loss, and high elevation angle at high latitudes. The inherent flexibility of the satellite communication system [Re, 1996] allows a reconfigurable channel assignment to cope with traffic overload resulting from random mobility of users. The LEO systems can also be used to provide emergency communications in the aftermath of floods, hurricanes, earthquakes, and other natural distress. These events often render terrestrial telecommunication services inoperable at precisely the time when they are most needed. Because the LEO systems do not rely on massive terrestrial infrastructure, they can continue to provide service in the wake of a natural disaster. This ability of the LEO systems could be utilized by all countries, not just those with underdeveloped communications.
The current paper considers a multi-service LEO satellite communication system that provides voice, data and emergency message services. Exploiting LEO satellites to support distress signals for aircrafts, ships and international travelers is explored. A multi-service priority-oriented algorithm is proposed for handling voice, data, and emergency signals over LEO satellites. The emergency signal is privileged with service priority so that rescue operation can be carried out as soon as possible. The priority mechanism includes channel reservation as well as joining a queue if no free channel is available [Hong and Rappaport, 1989] as long as the request is roaming in the handover area. In addition, a simplified but efficient approach is suggested for locating the object of imminent danger situation. As LEO satellites are non-geostationary, the visible period of each spot-beam is small. Consequently, a teletraffic model, that accommodates the mobility of spotbeams as well as the resulting handover rate, is developed in order to gauge the performance of the proposed algorithm. Numerical results for access denying and service-dropping rates are presented for nominal system parameters.
Locating a User-in-Crisis
The LEO satellite system should detect and locate the emergency beacons transmitted by aeronautic, maritime and individuals [Schulz, 1995] . These message beacons could be activated automatically or manually in emergency situations. An accurate location determination and near-instantaneous distress alert is crucial for the success of search and rescue operation. The LEO system can estimate the communication range in which the user resides. This can be achieved by measuring the propagation delay from the user that results in a fixed propagation delay circle. This can be achieved as follows; once a user-in-crisis sends a distress message to its overlaying LEO satellite, the satellite sends a code message to the mobile station that generates a replica for the received code. The satellite slides the code replica in time until matching the two codes. The delay time between the two codes is multiplied by the speed of light in order to determine the distance from the satellite to the receiver. a ,b,c Using the time delay measurement, a fixed propagation delay circle is obtained. In order to determine the exact location of the user, the serving LEO satellite asks, through inter-satellite links, two neighboring satellites in visibility of the mobile station to estimate the range of the user d using also the delay measurements. Three circles could be obtained with their point of intersection denoting the location of the situation-in-crisis. The situation is displayed in Fig. 1 .
Another approach is to use Doppler frequency shift in conjunction with the measured propagation delay [Dessouky, 1998; Kohn, 1998; Ali et al., 1998 ]. As the Doppler frequency shift is related to the angle between the satellite velocity vector and the direction vector from the mobile station to the satellite, the Doppler measurement defines a cone making a fixed angle with the satellite velocity vector. The intersection between the constant propagation delay circle and the cone identifies two points. A possible solution to solve this spatial ambiguity is to take another Doppler frequency shift measurement from a second satellite in visibility.
Developing Mobility and Traffic Models
The parameters affecting the teletraffic performance of the mobile satellite system are the mobility parameters of the satellites as well as the teletraffic characteristics of service demand placed by customers [Ruiz et al., 1998; Nofal, 1886] . The traffic load can be characterized by the arrival request rates, the channel holding time of each traffic stream and the channel assignment policy adopted.
Mobility model
The orbital LEO satellite speed, V LEO depends on its orbital radius R LEO . This speed is related to the angular rotational speed of GEO satellites, w, as
where R E is the earth's radius, R LEO = R E + h, w = 2π/24 and R GEO is the GEO orbital radius (the GEO satellite has the same period as the earth, or the same angular rotation speed w) [Ganz, 1994] . The spot-beam speed, V s , on the earth's surface of a LEO satellite at an altitude h is related to the orbital LEO satellite speed as
Then
Consequently, all users (whether fixed or mobile) appear to move with a fixed spot speed along the same lines as the sub-satellite point. We consider the footprint of a LEO satellite to incorporate regular hexagonal cellular structure. Each hexagon represents a cell irradiated by one of the multi-spot-beam antenna of the satellite. The cell radius of the spot-beam is R. Users, then, cross the cellular structure with a constant speed in a direction opposite to that of the satellite motion as depicted in Fig. 2 . The sojourn time, T n , of a new request is the time period a user resides in the source spot-beam coverage area before the spot-beam flies by. Following the approach reported in [Ruiz et al., 1998 ], the distance Z, traversed by a user in a spot-beam area since call initiation till handover has a pdf
The average value of the distance Z is Z = 8R/3Π. The mean residing time T n of a newly
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On the other hand, the mean value
of the handover sojourn time in the target spotbeam area can be obtained as
Arrival rates of teletraffic streams
Let λ n represent the density of the new service request rate in the coverage area of a spot-beam, i.e., request/second/km 2 . We denote the fractions of new request arrivals attempted by voice users, data users and emergency users as ξ v , ξ d and ξ e , respectively. We consider that the session durations of request categories are independent random variables with negative exponential distributions that have the following averages
sd and T se = µ −1 se , for voice, data, and emergency services, respectively.
Voice stream
If the cell radius of the spot beam is R, the new voice call arrival rate is given by
The channel holding time of a new call request is a random variable that is the minimum of other two random variables; the residing time of a new call T n and the session duration T sv . The mean channel holding time of a new voice call can be obtained as:
Its cumulative distribution function (CDF) is
So, the PDF of T Hnv (t) is given by:
So, the average channel holding time of a new call is given by:
The probability that a new call initiated in one spot-beam area needs handover to a neighboring spot-beam before completion is given by:
Let P hhv represent the probability that a voice call that is handed over may need further handover prior to completion, and P fhv denote the probability that this handover attempt fails.
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The handover arrival rate due to voice service is given by
where P Bv is the blocking probability of attempted voice calls and P fhv is the handover failure rate of voice calls. With a similar approach to that used when handling new call attempts, the probability P hhv is given by (16) and the average holding time of a spot-beam channel by a successfully handover request is given by
Data stream
The new data request arrival rate to a spotbeam is given by
and its channel holding time is
The probability that a newly initiated data message needs handover is given by
The handover arrival rate due to data service is given by
where P Bd is the blocking probability of attempted data message, P hhd is the handover requirement probability of a data session and P fhd denote the probability that this handover request fails. The probability P hhd is given by
and the average channel holding time of a handover data request is given by
Emergency message stream
The new message request arrival rate to a spotbeam is given by
The probability that a newly initiated emergency message needs handover is given by
. (26) Let P Be denote the blocking probability of newly initiated emergency message, the handover arrival rate due to emergency service is given by
where P hhe is the handover requirement probability of an emergency session and P fhe denote the probability that this handover request fails. The probability P hhe is given by
and the average channel holding time of a handover emergency message request is given by
Overall attempted and carried rates
The overall request rate attempted in a spotbeam area is given by
On the other hand, the total handover rate attempted is
The overall average successful rate is equal to the aggregate successful rate of all traffic
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where
Channel holding time
The spot-beam handles many traffic streams as discussed previously, each with its own channel holding time. A unified average channel holding time, T H , of all requests served by a spot-beam is the weighted average. Once the CDF of the channel holding time of all teletraffic types that can be handled by the spot-beams is obtained, we can obtain the average channel holding time F T H (t) in the cells as:
Also, here for all the traffic streams, it is given by:
So, the PDF = d dt CDF, and is given by:
So, the average channel holding time, T H , of all requests served by a spot-beam is the weighted average given by:
State probability of a spot-beam
The state of a spot-beam is defined as the number of requests being handled by a spot-beam, i.e., the number of busy channels in addition to the number of handover attempts waiting in the queue if there is no free channel. The state of a spot-beam follows a birth-death process with a state probability P j that denotes the probability of j requests being handled by a spot-beam.
From the state transition diagram in Fig. 3, probability P j is given by
where P o is the probability of an empty spotbeam that is obtained by setting all probabilities to unity. We assume that the emergency request, when requesting handover and joining a queue, that its signal quality could be acceptable for an average period of time T q = µ −1 q in the handover area.
The Proposed Multi-Service Priority-Oriented Radio Resource Management Algorithm
In order to develop a teletraffic model to support the distress signals for international travelers either in aircrafts or ships, a multiservice priority-oriented algorithm is proposed for handling voice, data and emergency signals over LEO satellites. The emergency signal is privileged with service priority so that rescue operation can be carried out as soon as possible. We consider that the cellular structure (non-overlapping area model is considered) of the footprint created by the antenna array onboard of the LEO satellite is divided into clusters. The total channels assigned for a cluster are assigned for its cells according to the fixed channel assignment technique. Let N denote the number of channels allocated to a spot-beam. We consider that there are three categories of services, namely, voice, data and emergency services. As moving and fixed users will experience handover when a satellite flies by Nofal [2000] , we provide priority to emergency signals as well as handover requests by allowing them to get access to exclusively reserved guard channels. Specifically, new requests can have access to only N 1 = NN h channels. If the number of ongoing calls served by a spot-beam is equal to or greater than N 1 , the access is denied. Among the N channels assigned to a spot-beam, N h channels are exclusively reserved for handover attempts as well as requests for emergency service whether new or handover. A certain number of channels are reserved, not specific channels. If a data or voice handover is attempted while all channels are busy, the attempt fails. Because the emergency message is more sensitive to interruption, we further privilege emergency handover requests with advanced handling. If the handover request is due to an emergency user, the request is allowed to join a queue waiting for a free channel as long as the signal quality is acceptable. If this does not occur prior to signal deterioration, the connection is forced to terminate. Consequently, the attempted service requests can be classified into three categories from the call admission control perspective, namely, new requests (voice, data or emergency), handover attempts due to voice or data, and handover attempts due to emergency messages. See Fig. 4 for the implemented LEO satellite network. The service priority can be arranged as follows:
(1) Handover requests and emergency signals (new and handover requests). (2) New voice and data requests.
The proposed multi-service priority-oriented algorithm for handling voice, data, and emergency signals over LEO satellites can be summarized as follow:
• A higher priority is given to handover attempts as well as requests for emergency
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• A new voice or data request attempted is blocked at a specific spot-beam if the number of requests handled by that spot-beam is equal to or greater than N 1 .
• Emergency message request is blocked only if no free channel is available.
• A voice or data handover request fails if attempted while all channels of a spot-beam are occupied.
• We further privilege emergency handover requests with advanced handling. So, an emergency message requesting handover and finding all channels being busy will join a queue.
Performance Measures
The state probability of a spot-beam can be used to determine the performance measures of interest. These measures include the blocking probability of new requests, the probability of handover failure, the forced termination probability, the carried traffic, and the channel utilization, etc.
The blocking probability
According to the adopted call admission policy, a new voice or data request attempted is blocked at a specific spot-beam if the number of requests handled by that spot-beam is equal to or greater than N 1 . On the other hand, emergency message request is blocked only if no free channel is available. Therefore, we have
Handover failure probability
A voice or data handover request fails if attempted while all channels of a spot-beam are occupied. Consequently, the handover failure probability of voice or data service is given by
As an emergency message requesting handover and finding all channels being busy will join a queue, the probability that a handover emergency attempt will join a queue is
The probability that an emergency handover attempt will succeed to get a channel before the call is dropped, given that it already joined the queue, is given by:
Therefore, the failure probability of an emergency handover attempt is given by
Numerical Results
The developed traffic model is used in order to evaluate the performance of a typical LEO satellite system under a realistic environment when adopting the devised radio resource management. The main parameters of the scenario considered are h = 780 km, V s = 6.6 km/s, α = 0.3, Figure 5 shows the blocking probabilities for voice and emergency P Bv and P Be as well as the handoff failure probability for emergency P fhe as functions of the attempted rate density (call/s/km 2 ) for N h = 5. The blocking probability of data P Bd by definition is equal to P Bv . Also, both voice and data handoff failure probabilities P fhv and P fhd are equal to the blocking probability of emergency P Be . This figure shows the effect of priority given to emergency message as a new request by privileging it to access the N h channels. For the handover of emergency request, we privilege it to join the queue and wait for a free channel. Figures 6-8 show the effect of N h on P Bv , P Be and P fhe respectively. The results indicate that as N h is increased, the P Be is decreased as in Fig. 7 , while N h has an inferior effect on P Bv , P Bd as in Fig. 6 . The effect of implementing a waiting queue with infinite positions on the emergency handoff failure probability P fhe is illustrated in Fig. 8 . It is clear that P fhe is the lowest probability as we let the emergency handoff requests to have another privilege by joining an infinite queue and waiting for service. So, we have achieved our goals, the most important of them is an overwhelming support for distress signals over the other services provided by the LEO satellite network as our results pointed out where P fhe < P fhv , P fhd < P Bv , P Bd . So, rescue operation for distress signal can be carried out promptly.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated the usefulness of supporting distress signals over LEO satellite communication system. A simple but accurate locating procedure is discussed based on the basic principles of the satellite operation. No further intelligence is required. In addition, an efficient radio resource management strategy was presented aiming to minimize the dropping probability of distress message. This allows fast and successful search and rescue operations.
